
Part Two.

Tell Me About Yourself:

My name is Elvia Lin. I’m 11 years old and currently a student in the

opportunity (OC) class at Ryde Public School. I’m part of the school debate

team. I like debating because I can lead discussions and find flaws in not just

the opposing teams arguments but also me teams! I love to read books and

explore different genres. I’ve enjoyed all the types of books I’ve read, some are

mystery books. I really enjoy reading mystery and crime books because the

cryptic suspense always captures me and pulls me into the book like I’m

really there. I also play two sports, swimming and tennis. Out of the two, I like

tennis the most. When I play a perfect topspin in tennis, there’s nothing

better at the moment. I have many hobbies. They are playing tennis, reading,

sudoku, playing piano and swimming. Out of those, my favourite is sudoku,

this is because in sudoku you can play individually and in a group which

makes me want to work faster. My role model is Rafael Nadal. What I most

find inspiring about this 14 time French Open winner is his mindset. Nadal is

always trying his 100% whatever the situation. His positive mindset reminds

me to also have similar thinking with Rafael Nadal.

Tell Me Why You Are a Good Fit for MLC:

The MLC slogan is “Dare to be More”. This is something that motivates me to

go to this school. I like to embrace challenges whether or not they’re big or

small, I’ll push through. I also want to go beyond my limits and discover more

every time, I would fit with MLC because I want to be more. I would show MLC

that I can attempt things outside my comfort zone. Another reason I would

be a good fit for MLC is when I grow up I want to become an astronomer.

However, this field has been dominated by men. But even with that I will still
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want to be an astronomer. I want to do what other astronomers haven’t done.

Even with the astronomical field dominated by men I still want to make

discoveries in the vast universe. I want to be more than what others may think

about me.
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